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PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. MONEY
Master the Game by Tony Robbins - A 15-minute Summary and Analysis Inside this Instaread:
Summary of entire book Introduction to the important people in the book Analysis of the themes,
important people, and author's style Preview of this Instaread: Summary: Money, Master the Game
is a book by life coach, Tony Robbins. In this book, Robbins outlines seven strategies anyone can
use to invest their money and achieve financial freedom. Less than 50 percent of Americans
currently have any kind of spending or investment plan. In order to achieve financial freedom,
Americans need to invest a portion of their income, preferably 15 percent or more, in the stock
market. However, many people do not trust the financial markets. Others simply believe they do not
make enough money to afford any kind of savings, let alone make investments. The first step to
financial freedom is shifting from the idea of being a consumer to being an owner. A person must
take control of their own financial future by figuring out how much money they can afford to commit
to investments. An investor must pick a percentage of their income to invest... About the Author:
With Instaread, you can get the summary and analysis of a book in 15 minutes. We read every
chapter, summarize, and analyze it for your convenience.
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Over the Christmas holidays, I heard Tony Robbins on the radio talking about this book. It
immediately piqued my interest because Robbins is such an accomplished life coach. This is one
book by Robbins where you won't find his usual advice on how to be the best, self-actualized

version of you possible. This book is just straight advice on investing. It has the usual advice about
things that other books have like mutual funds, (which are bad), and index funds, (which are
good).But it also includes advice on a little known retirement plan for investors called Private
Placement Life Insurance, or PPLI. It works like an IRA except you can put in unlimited funds at any
given time, and it doesn't get taxed even when you take out the money at retirement. This was once
only available to big-time investors, but nowadays there is a version for the smaller investor. The
book is really a common-sense guide that tells you how to think like an investor and explains all the
types of investments out there.This Instaread version hit all the important points and made it a fast
and easy-to-understand companion volume. And you can't beat the price at .99 cents. I highly
recommend it if you're thinking about making investments.

If you're looking for a very very short summary perhaps this will do for you. However, now having
read the actual book . I don't think this is very useful. Main reason being is that the actual book
contains a lot more critical information that you must know that this short little e-book does not have.

This is another excellent summary book from Instaread. This book summarizes the main points of
Tony Robins new book Seven Simples Steps to financial freedom. You definitely will want to read
this book before reading TonyÃ¢Â€Â™s so that you can get the main points of what Tony is trying to
say. Then if you want to dig deeper, get tonyÃ¢Â€Â™s book, otherwise, you just saved yourself
some money!

I gave this summary of the book a 5 because it helped me to accomplish my intention- to see if I
should purchase the full book. I think I would have become angry if I had purchased the full book
and found that it cover ideas that I am already familiar with. The book seems like it would be a must
read for anyone just starting out as an investor, but I have read many investment books and
magazine articles so there does not seem to be any unique investment ideas here. Maybe there is
some good motivational content but that is not what I am looking for now.

"Money, Master the Game" is a book by life coach, Tony Robbins, that outlines seven strategies
anyone can use to invest their money and achieve financial freedom. The first step to financial
freedom is shifting from the idea of being a consumer to being an owner. Being in control of your
own financial future by figuring out how much money they can afford to commit to investments.This
summary by Instaread takes this financial planning book and boils it down to 9 key takeaways.

Instaread's analysis of investment strategy was especially applicable, and worth reading. I highly
recommend this book because it has all the major elements of Robbins' book, and additional insight
and analysis into why financial planning is important. I was given a copy to review.

There is no way to condense Tony's book of over 600 pages into 45 pages. I had read Money
Master the Game before purchasing this summary. I purchased the summary hoping that it would
have been more detailed in the necessary step to take as outlined in the book. I thought the
summary would be a good source to share with individuals that are not inclined to read Tony's book,
front to back. It's not. The summary falls short of details that are covered in the complete book.
Money Master the Game is written in the Tony Robbins style and yes it covers areas of personal
development, which is helpful for many. The meat of the book is an incredible resource of
information. This 15 minute summary & analysis does not give the book any justice. Money Master
the game is a must read for those that want to fully comprehend the details that are laid out in the
book.

This book reads more like a review, missing many of Tony Robbins' crucial points.MONEY:
MASTER THE GAME was a book full of great information, and I purchased A 15-MINUTE KEY
TAKEAWAYS & ANALYSIS to avoid going over Tony Robbins book a second time. But I ended up
having to take notes on MONEY: MASTER THE GAME anyway, from beginning to end, because A
15-MINUTE KEY TAKEAWAYS & ANALYSIS of MONEY MASTER THE GAME only covered broad
subjects, omitting many of the gems that made Tony's book worth reading in the first place.

I have been following Tony Robbins' work for a couple of years now. He is one of the greatest
influencers of my life. This Key Takeaways and Analysis of his latest book, "Money Master The
Game" has done its job of giving you an overview of what his book is about, enough to give you the
nudge to buy the original book. It's not a huge chunk to digest, but it's well worth the time to read it
first before diving in all 689 pages of Robbin's original book. These days, I make it a point to read
summary books first to influence my decision making whether or not I will purchase the original
book. Instaread has done a great job making them available for us.Reading this summary is helping
me get armed with the essential tools I need to gain control of my financial future towards success.
It's the start.There's still time to start 2016 right and start achieving financial success! Start by
reading this summary, grab the original book, then take inspired actions!Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â• Overall an
excellent purchase and I highly recommend this book.I received this book for free in exchange for

my honest and unbiased review.
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